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ABSTRACT

This academic paper assists its readers in the field of Pashto Language phonetics insight that in the future study it can be used as a source for its users. Phonetic is one branch of linguistics because phonetics studies the human’s practical sound scientifically. Phonetics provides some approaches for description of classification and writing of sounds. This paper is regarding the rules of Pashto Language productive phonetics in order to prove whether there is such grapheme and phonemes in other world languages or not? Therefore, the diversity of Afghanistan language, particularly Pashto Language is counted as the cultural heir and rich wealth for current globe. Hence, in this academic paper Pashto Language phonemics rules are studied and linguistic study of it opens a door for Afghan users. For this reason, phonetic is the basic study of linguistics and literature is depended on grammar and grammar is relied on morphology and morphology is depended on phonology and phonology is the base and important element of phonetics. The other spot of this paper is the similarity of some phonetics letters of Pashto Language alphabet with Indo-European because Pashto Language is on branch of Indo-European family and has its own alphabet with special features that the speakers use it. The phonemic rules of aforementioned language is like other Indo-European languages.
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1. Introduction

The universal inducement of Allah is language. It’s the big resource of communication between people apart from language understanding is difficult. Therefore, it is critical for people of the world to understand the uses of language and use it in proper manner.

Afghanistan is a country with unique languages. It has a great diversity of languages. Pashtu is particularly counted as the cultural heir and rich wealth for its people and in general in South Asia. Pashto language is one of the East Iranian classes of languages widely spoken in Afghanistan and Pakistan. Pashto is also spoken in India, Iran, Tajikistan, United Arab Emirates and the U.K. (Aslamzai et
al, 2015; Method, 2010; Zyar, 2003). Alternative names used for this language are: Pushtu, Afghan, Pushto, Pashto, Pashtoe, Pashtu, and Pukhto. The variation in spelling of the language's name (Pashto, Pukhto, etc.) stems from different pronunciations in the various dialects; for example, the second consonant is a retroflex [s] in the Kandahari dialect, a velar fricative [x] in the North East dialect (Peshawari, Jalalabadi) dialect and a postalveolar fricative [S] in the south-east, around Quetta. These variants alone are indicative of the general difficulties around spelling standardization (AppenButlerHill, 2015). Its vocabulary contains words borrowed from Ossete, Persian, Sanskrit, Hindi, Urdu and other regional languages of region, also some Indo-Aryan languages (Ijaz, 2003). Hence, in this academic paper Pashto language phonemics rules are studied and linguistic study of it opens a door for this language's users.

The level which concerns itself with the smallest units of language is phonetics. Phonology on the other hand is the functional classification of the sounds of a particular language. It is the system of sounds by means of which meanings are differentiated in a language and which serve as the building blocks for the higher linguistic levels, e.g. morphology. Phonetics is the study of human sounds in general without saying what function which sounds may have in a particular language. The term 'phonetics' is, however, often used with reference to one language when the emphasis is on the pronunciation of this language. In this study, I consider that phonetic is the basic study of linguistics and literature is depended on grammar and grammar is relied on morphology and morphology is depended on phonology and phonology is the base and important element of phonetics because phonetic studies the sound of human, phonetic has provided a particular way for writing.

Phonetic is the investigation of produced sound. It depended on to the writing of language and has a special law. Every language grammar is depending on some law, but the thing which is very important for understating is called alphabet.

Alphabet has proved the nature of a language. Apart from Alphabet, language has not importance to know there for, Alphabet is the base of language. Phonetic alphabet has the value of the development of language. Phonetic alphabet might show the correct pronunciation and meaning of some words. When phonetic alphabet has current, it is different discussion. Generally, I can say that 36 special Pashto phonetic alphabet has been created by the eastern professors in the twenties of twentieth century.

In Our language, phonetic value has special importance because Muhammad khan Mohmand point out in his grammar chapters that for the Pashto learner correct reading and pronunciation is importuned. Some words have different meaning because of pronunciation.

Abdul Hadi Khoghman also hast written in one of the articles that correct reading and pronunciation of words has a lot of importance because incorrect use or pronunciation makes all phrases meaningless”.

Like other languageless, Pashto phonetics including (ټ-ٹ, ڼ-ڼ, ږ-ږ, چ-چ, ژ-ژ, ې-ې) has special role and they are a group of consonant letters. If the eastern historical Ariaia languages and accents are studied, one can realize all of them one by one.

These sounds are also available in Pamari language such as (Moja, Udgha, Ashkmsha, Vagha, Saghna, Roshna), Ormaria, Parijia, Noorstania, Pashia and Dariak languages. However, their grapheme is somehow different.

2. **The phonemic value of Pashto language special letters**

Pashto phonology is fairly complex, with both alveolar and retroflex stops and nasals. The most characteristic feature of the orthography is the presence of five yah symbols, which leads to some spelling variation. There is a large amount of dialectal variability in Pashto phonology, which has not yet been completely or systematically described in the literature. Table 1 presents the combined phoneme inventory for the four main Pashto dialects using the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) and the SAMPA keyboard equivalents (AppenButlerHill. 2015). More specific observations relating to vowels, consonants, stress and phonological processes are given below.
The 36 special Pashto phonetic alphabet has been created by the eastern professors in the early 20s of twentieth century. It used in the Afghanistan literature field for Atlas (ALA) under the leadership of Prof. Moor in 1962. From all those 36 letters, every phonetic was given one symbol and 10 of those got double sound or diphthongs. (5-37).

Pashto phonetic are mostly used from Arabic language and there are few other letters used from unknown languages. The Arabic alphabet is included but it’s not clear what letters were used before Arabic letters. However, according to Qazia Abdul Rahim in his book ‘Pashto Adaab’ wrote that the Pashto writing rules were used before Islam. In justification of the previous statement, it has been found in Pali linguistics research that eight Pashto alphabet letters have been used in Pali language as well. This language was used five thousand years before Christ in northern area of India among Aryan nation. This language was called the most valid language of that time of Buddha.

Following are details on the 8 special letters with examples.

2.1 څ (in English it sounds like SAY)

The sound of this letter stands on the categories of affricates. From a phonetic point of view, the mentioned letters are consonant, the way of reading is <<thi>> mild sound and <<seen>> sound and the sound come are at one time from one outgo. Some of the examples can be seen in table 1.
The phonemic value of Pashto language …

The phonetic investigation has proven that these letters of Pashto exist in other languages but its Grapheme is different. Technical characteristics of this letter is that it should be pronounced and Alveolar, consonant and with friction. It is the 9th alphabets of Khairul Bayan and its Russian equivalent << U >>.

The academic opposition of Pir Roshan, Akhund Darwiza didn't specify the difference in his book Makhzan-ul-Islam between Sei and Zei and he used this letter for both Lmons (prayer) and Salour (four). In the orientalist, I know only one person who differentiated between these two letters. He is Major George Walter Gimbeton who wrote his book called, “Pakhto Idioms Dictionary”. (4,32,33).

The upper letter <say >> sometime make the sound of <<zay >> or <<khi >>. These letters are evaluated according to the new linguistic and should be pronounced to their phonetic value, otherwise, it will gradually lose its value.

2.2 ځ-ځ (in English it sounds like ZAY)

This letter of Pashto depends on phonetic value pronounced consonant Álveolar. Its mixed make up sound of (day) and (zay) (5,33). The historical grammatical investigations shows that every phonetic letter has the grapheme value because phonetic sound becomes clear form grapheme and this letter is becoming as (zay) and (day). Example of the phonetic sound for this letter is shown in the Table 2.

Generally, this letter is pronounced Alveolar and articulated when the tongue touches the upper teeth or maxilla. This letter of Pashto (ځ) is similarly pronounced in Russian and Indian languages.

Peshawer people or people in Pakistan pronounce this letter as “zeem”. This letter is the 14th letter of Khair Ul Bayan, located between (dal) and (Dol). The new alphabet of Pashto is the 9th letter that located between (chay) and (say). It shows that like (ځ-ځ) but there is phonetic change and new it is pronounced as “seen” (7—125).

2.3 ڈ-ڈ (in English it sounds like Dol)

This alveolar sound is consonant and it heavily reads like (dol) or (ta). The top parts of the tongue touch the upper gum and moves only one times. (5-29). Example of sound for “dol” is given in Table 3.

This letter is mentioned in Khair Ul Bayan for instance in the page 67 its stated that (Ka jama na momi, no namonz bar band ka) which means that if you didn't find clothes, so you can pray nude. The word used here for nude is “bar band”. In another poem from Babo Jan, you can easily see the usage of “dol” sound.

This letter is clearly shown in the phonetic of the other languages. However, its grapheme is different. For example, you can see this sound in English food and its equivalent in Pahsto is Dodai. In both of these words’ “d” sound is available.

2.4 ٹ-ٹ (in English it sounds like tea)

This letter has retroflex sound and the special letters of Pashto (72 :9). The letter also exists in other languages of the word, but grapheme is different. This letter is mentioned in page of 33 of Japani Kamos such as (tea) in the word of (tokar “cloth”) and the plural form is (tokaran). However, grammatically “tokaran” is correct plural form. Examples are shown in Table 4.
This letter is used by a German called Johann Anton Guldenstadt in his Pashto Dictionary. However, he has not shown any difference between “thea and tea”. For example, he wrote that “rothi vs. roti - bread”, “Pathi vs. pati – ground” (2.2’3). Therefore, for better understanding, when regular “thi” is pronounced deeply with tongue touching upper gum, this sound of “tea” will come.

2.5 ٍ-requires

This letter is produced flapped and is consonant and it is pronounced when the top part of the tongue touches the middle part of the gum (3-32). Examples are shown in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>Transliteration</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Taŋn</td>
<td>AR in</td>
<td>wR̃ỹ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ar ř</td>
<td>Artya</td>
<td>AIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrot</td>
<td>wR̃ỹ</td>
<td>Mør</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wabo</td>
<td>moR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mor</td>
<td>moR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mør</td>
<td>moR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dør</td>
<td>doR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tør</td>
<td>tuR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iwar</td>
<td>iwar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is 15th letters of Pashtu and used in particular phonetic value. When it pronounces the top of the tongues must touches the middle parts of the gum. Peer Roshan in his book on page 63 used word “Jawhar” and you can see it the Pashtu text below (3-73).

According to Khair Ul bian, it’s the 10th letter and it is having it special grapheme value. In Awista language it is “ř” used a semi consonant.

2.6 ژ- requires (in English it sounds like Gay)

It contains the Retroflex sound and this sound us used in Pashtu language and have special pronunciation system. This sound is like (Gay) or pronounced like retroflex. Examples are given in Table 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Letter</th>
<th>Transliteration</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tişa</td>
<td>moż</td>
<td>wR̃ỹ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tożal</td>
<td>koz</td>
<td>wR̃ỹ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ormez</td>
<td>mezay</td>
<td>wR̃ỹ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meza</td>
<td>ždan</td>
<td>wAR̃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warz</td>
<td>xwâze</td>
<td>uŻa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ozd</td>
<td>oża</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oža</td>
<td>žalay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zira</td>
<td>žira</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This letter is used in Khair Ul Bayan instead of “Ji” sound and it is used page of 117 and (ژب (ژیه) on page pf (74) “Gwandoon”, Page 28 “Pezhandgali” and others.

Doulat Lavoni and Karim Dad used the same letters with same phoneme however, the letter Ji is used interchangeably. Phonemic use is ž and its grapheme is Ž.

2.7 ʃ- requires (in English it sound like Sheen)

This letter is consonant and the 23th letter of Khair Ul Bayan, has especially phonetic sound and outgo. On the 25 page of khair Ul bain come, “Preshowani di sari di halal siz pak di” which means that left of human is halal. And you can see the sound of “sheen” in Preshowani. Table 7 provides some examples of the relevant sounds.
This phoneme of Pashto is pronounced in different way in different style. For example, in the Eastern parts of Afghanistan, this is Alveolar and consonant but in the Southern parts it is pronounced like sheen while in East it is like Kheen.

2.8  

This special phoneme of Pashto makes sound in nose and has variety of origins. This letter exists in the Indian languages. In Indian languages sound which produced in nose and mouth change in to the sound which is produced in nose like (n). Examples of this letter is given in Table 8.

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>āt̠ān</td>
<td>BāDn</td>
<td>Bān-wal</td>
<td>kun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kān</td>
<td>kān</td>
<td>kān</td>
<td>xuralna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gānā</td>
<td>Run</td>
<td>Ranā</td>
<td>Manā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bān</td>
<td>Bān</td>
<td>Bān</td>
<td>pa-nā</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This letter of Pashtu alphabet is used in Khair Ul bayan. It is also used in the dictionaries of Dowlat Lovani, Mirza khan Ormar and Karim Dad Roshani. All of them kept this character in their writings. This letter is also used in Tazkiratul Awalia of Darkhistani. In the hand written Makhzan ul Islam it is used as Noor. Gul Pacha Ulfat writes that in Makhzan ul Islam this letter is used as Noor rather than noon.

According to the phonetic value, this letter is ton gully consonant when is pronounced the middle parts of the tongue bending and the top parts of the tongue touches the upper middle gum. The phonetic resemblance describes the systemically and historical changes in language.

3. Conclusion

There were lots of controversies among the native speakers while working on the place of articulation and articulators regarding consonants. This paper provides a basic description of the phonetic system in Pashto, an Indo-Iranian language spoken in Afghanistan. Although there are descriptive resources on Pashto, very few are based on acoustic analysis, and conclusions are often complicated by issues pertaining to dialect and orthography. Contra previous work, it does not look like vowel length is phonemic, and in particular the length implied in the orthography is mostly orthogonal from vowel duration, a fact that may seem obvious but has been a point of confusion for applied and computational work on Pashto. This study has revealed some of the typical discrepancies between phonemes and conventional writing-systems. Some phonemes are not adequately differentiated.
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